Fountain Care Sheet
•

Routine maintenance on your fountain is essential for fountain enjoyment. Fountains should be
cleaned at least once a month. Drain the fountain and wipe all the surfaces with a sponge or soft
cloth and change the water frequently. Never let your fountain run dry, lack of water will burn
out your pump. We recommend that you only run your fountain when you are home since water
levels cannot be monitored when you are away. Depending on the climate, you will need to
check the water lever every 1-3 days.

•

Remove debris, such as leaves, twigs and insects, from the water several times a week, using a
small net. Check the water pump to remove any debris that might clog it, this will keep your
pump life longer.

•

Any white residue (white scale, lime scale, calcium buildup, or efflorescence) that builds up on
the fountain should be removed immediately. This buildup is normal and unavoidable in areas
with high mineral content in local water supply. The best way to remove any white residue
would be to gently scrub a mixture of 1 part white vinegar and 3 parts water, that will work and
removing the residue.

•

During the winter months, protect your fountain from harsh freezing temperatures by draining
the fountain and covering it with a weather proof tarp. This will protect your fountain from
cracking/and or severe damage.

•

Chlorine based product should never be used to control algae in your fountain, chlorine will
damage the pump and discolor the concrete. Fountain and pump damage due to chlorine will
not be covered by our warranty.

•

All fountains have a one-year manufacture's warranty. Warranty is voided by ice
damage,thermal shock , misuse, either intentional or accidental, or modification made to items
after sale. Pumps have a one-year warranty. Warranty is voided if the pump has been
dissembled, any alternations made to the pump or cord, the pump has been run dry, obvious
misuse of the product. Please keep your original receipt.

CAUTION
•

Excessive weight or pressure on the fountain may cause it to fall. KEEP CHILDREN AND
OTHERS FROM CLIMBING, SITTING, OR LEANING ON THE FOUNTAIN AND ITS
COMPONENTS. All fountains, and related products, are intended to be used for decorative
purposes only. Briseno Azteca Imports is not responsible during or after warranty period, for
any accidents, misuse or mishandling of our fountains.

